HANNspree Tablets Gain Accreditation by NetSupport
NetSupport School Student app validation boosts HANNspree’s presence in the
education channel
The increasing popularity of tablet PCs in schools, thanks to the introduction of specialised
software solutions and the use of applications such as Mine Craft for educational purposes, is
seeing the HANNspree brand become a leading global provider of tablet PC solutions to the
education channel. The HANNspree HANNSpad tablet PC which is already regularly selected for
large tenders, thanks to the winning combination of features, price and warranty it offers, is
consistently proving ideal to meet this channel’s specific demands. Now HANNspree is pleased
to announce that it has gained accreditation from market leading educational software
developer NetSupport, to enable the HANNSpad tablet to host its NetSupport School Student
app for Android.
Sales Director of Hannspree Europe, Gregor Perng comments:
“HANNspree tablet PCs are already setting the standard in the education channel. Since
company focus was put onto this market in Q4 2013 HANNspree has attracted the attention of
some very important players including the Italian Ministry of Education which references the
HANNSpad solution as its first choice in an official tender. Receiving homologation for
NetSupport’s highly popular classroom management solution will further boost HANNspree’s
presence in the education channel by providing future potential business, and help build upon
our success thus far in this challenging market.”
The alliance with NetSupport and its solution will see HANNspree enlisted as an education
solution candidate and the HANNSpad promoted as a credited device which will champion the
HANNspree brand to emerging business opportunities. The partnership with NetSupport, with
its 25-year development pedigree and a worldwide installation base of 14 million systems, will
undoubtedly have the potential to elevate the HANNspree brand to the highest level in the
education sector.
NetSupport’s accreditation process primarily focuses on validating its Android Student app on
devices to allow remote screen monitoring; a key requirement of classroom management
software that allows teachers to orchestrate computer-led instruction. Key instructional tools
available for teachers to use in the Android version include: the ability to conduct class surveys
and carry out student and peer assessment with a unique, gamified Q+A module; the quick
transfer of files from the teacher to the students’ devices; and an informative student toolbar to
display lesson objectives and expected outcomes. These tools are provided in addition to
NetSupport School’s core chat, message and request help capabilities, the ability for teachers to
broadcast their screen directly to students’ tablets and to lock tablet screens to gain attention.
NetSupport’s Managing Director Al Kingsley comments:
“The increased use of mobile technology in the classroom sets the challenge for classroom
management vendors to ensure that relevant teaching tools are available across a range of
devices and we have been quick to ensure NetSupport School is future-proofed to operate within
any environment. In particular, BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) and mobile classroom computing

have brought focus to the need for classroom management software to work on Android devices
and we have been working with tablet manufacturers to validate our app in order to provide an
accredited list of devices for schools. We are extremely pleased to be working with HANNspree
and to have passed their first device which we understand to be an extremely popular choice for
education establishments.”
For further information about NetSupport School and to download a free trial of the teacher’s
desktop version, visit www.netsupportschool.com The NetSupport School Student app for
Android is available for download from the Google Play store.
This news, coupled with the recent launch of new HANNSpad tablet PC models, sees
HANNspree’s presence in the market at an all-time high and HANNspree has every confidence
that it will continue to establish as a leading tablet PC manufacturer.
About Hannspree
HANNspree is a global consumer electronics manufacturer specialising in audio visual
technology. It is part of the HannStar Display Corporation headquartered in Taipei, Taiwan, one
of the largest glass panel manufacturers in the world consequently both the HANNspree and
HannsG brands benefit from a rich heritage and world-class technological prowess in AV
technology.
HannStar created the HANNspree brand in 2006 to deliver a new, exciting portfolio of consumer
electronic products that stood out from the crowd which successfully managed to shake up an
industry associated with mass-production and uniform product design to lead a design-centric
revolution. This strategy put the HANNspree brand on the map and allowed the company to
successfully transfer its expertise into the design of mass consumer electronics in line with
market demand.
HANNspree now offers a portfolio of large screen Tablet PCs and Wearables boasting advanced
proprietary touch screen technologies by HannsTouch – one of the largest touch screen
manufacturers in the world, and has recently added a range of micro computing devices.
HANNspree is the Official Display Partner of UK Premiership football team, Watford FC.
About NetSupport
Headquartered in the UK, NetSupport has been a market-leading developer of corporate and
education-focused software for more than 26 years.
Its flagship solutions are NetSupport Manager (remote control and PC management), and
NetSupport School (classroom management and instruction). The company also specialises in IT
Asset Management, ITIL Service Desk, Desktop Security and Desktop Alerting software.
NetSupport was named a finalist in the Education Business of the Year category at the 2015
Education Investor Awards – and its NetSupport School solution was chosen as a finalist in the
ICT Tools for Learning, Teaching and Assessment category at the prestigious Bett Awards 2016.
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